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T-TEST



What is the main 
function of T-Test?

To identify whether there is 
a significant difference between our 
data and a known mean or between 
two groups.



When do we use T-Test?

• The standard deviation of the population is unknown.

• Our data are normally distributed, or else:

• Mann-Whitney U Test

• Wilcoxon Signed Ranked Test

• The variable must be continuous.

• Independence of observation assumed.

• Homogeneity of variance assumed (Unpaired sample t-test).

• No outliers.



Step-by-step of doing 
(manual computation) T-Test?

• State our hypothesis (null and alternative 
hypothesis).

• State decision rule (choose significance level, 
number of tails and degree of freedom).

• Conduct the t-test computation.

• Compare the test result to the 'decision rule'.

• Conclusion (null hypothesis rejected or accepted).



Type of T-Tests

Unpaired-Sample T-Test

One-Sample T-Test

Paired-Sample T-Test



One-sample T-Test

•The 'simplest' t-test.

•Used to compare sample mean and another 
known means (e.g: compare sample mean to 
population mean).

•There is only one group of sample/data in one 
sample t-test.



CASE EXAMPLE:

In the population, the average IQ is 100. 
A team of researcher wants to test a 
new medication to see if it has either a 
positive or negative effect on 
intelligence, or no effect at all. 

A sample of 30 participants who have 
taken the medication has a mean of 140 
with a standard deviation of 20. Did the 
medication affect intelligence?



CASE EXAMPLE:

In the population, the average IQ is 100. A team of
researcher wants to test a new medication to see if it
has either a positive or negative effect on intelligence,
or no effect at all. A sample of 30 participants who
have taken the medication has a mean of 140 with a
standard deviation of 20. Did the medication affect
intelligence?



Let’s break 

this down!



State Hypothesis
• Null Hypothesis: The participant group 

who have taken the medicine will have 
the same mean ratio as the population 
with the average mean of 100.

• Alternative Hypothesis: The participant 
group who have taken the medicine will 
have significantly different mean ratio 
(either lower or higher) than the population 
with the average mean of 100.
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Decide Decision Rule
•Alpha (α): Usually 0.05

•Number of Tails: Two-tailed

•Degree of Freedom: n-1 (30-1 = 29)
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Compute T-Test3



Compare4

-10.96 and 10.96 are both less and greater than -2.0452 and 2.0452

Less OR Greater = Significant.



Conclusion5

Medication significantly affected Intelligence,

T = 10.96, p<0.05

Reject the Null Hypothesis!



SPSS EXAMPLE

According to CDC, the mean height of U.S. adults ages 20 and older 

is about 66.5 inches (69.3 inches for males, 63.8 inches for females).

In our sample data, we have a sample of 408 college students from a 

single college. Let's test if the mean height of students at this college 

is significantly different than 66.5 inches using a one-sample t test. 

The null and alternative hypotheses of this test will be:

H0: µHeight = 66.5 ("the mean height is equal to 66.5")

H1: µHeight ≠ 66.5 ("the mean height is not equal to 66.5")



Analyze > Compare Means > One-Sample T Test

• There is a significant difference in the mean height of the students at 

this college and the overall adult population in the U.S. (p < .001).

• The average height of students at this college is about 1.5 inches taller 

than the U.S. adult population average (95% CI [1.013, 2.050]).



Unpaired-sample T-Test
•Also known as independent sample t-test.

•Comparing 2 independent groups.



EXAMPLE A biology teacher wants to 
compare her two classes to see if 
they performed any differently on 

the test he gave that semester.

Class A had 25 students with an 
average score of 70, standard 
deviation 15. Class B had 20 

students with an average score of 
74, standard deviation 25. Did these 

two classes perform differently on 
the tests?



Equal variance assumed



Equal variance

not assumed



SPSS EXAMPLE

You want to know whether there is any significant difference of mile 

times between athlete and non-athlete group.

So you do simple research by gathering 166 athletes and 226 non-

athletes to run miles while you calculate each of their mile time.

Is there any significant difference in mile time between the athlete 

and non-athlete group?

H0: µnon-athlete − µathlete = 0 ("the difference of the means is equal to zero")

H1: µnon-athlete − µathlete ≠ 0 ("the difference of the means is not equal to zero")



Analyze > Compare Means > Independent-Sample T Test

• There was a significant difference in mean mile time between non-athletes and athletes 

(t315.846 = 15.047, p < .001).

• The average mile time for athletes was 2 minutes and 14 seconds faster than the average 

mile time for non-athletes.



Paired-sample T-Test
• Also known as dependent-sample T-Test.

• We use this t-test to compare 2 different data set from the 
same group of sample.

• Focusing on the 'difference'.



EXAMPLE
A group of researchers wants to test a new anti-hunger
weight loss pill. They have 10 people rate their hunger
both before and after taking the pill. Does the pill do
anything?





SPSS EXAMPLE

The sample dataset has placement test scores (out of 100 points) 

for four subject areas: English, Reading, Math, and Writing. 

Students in the sample completed all 4 placement tests when they 

enrolled in the university. Suppose we are particularly interested in 

the English and Math sections, and want to determine whether 

students tended to score higher on their English or Math test, on 

average. We could use a paired t test to test if there was a significant 

difference in the average of the two tests.

H0: µ1 - µ2 = 0 ("the difference between the paired population means is equal to 0")

H1: µ1 - µ2 ≠ 0 ("the difference between the paired population means is not 0")



Analyze > Compare Means > Paired-Sample T Test

•There was a significant difference between English and Math scores

(t397 = 36.313, p < 0.001).

•On average, English scores were 17.3 points higher than Math scores (95% CI 

[16.36, 18.23]).



ANOVAS



Why use 
ANOVAS?

• A T-Test can only be used 
when comparing two groups. 
(Effects of green or peppermint tea 
on weight loss).

• But what if we want to measure 
the effects of green tea, 
peppermint tea AND lemon tea?)

• Instead of doing multiple T-Tests 
between groups, we can run an 
ANOVA.

• ANOVAS are powerful because 
they can measure variation 
between groups and within 
groups.



Situations when we 
can use ANOVAS

We can use ANOVAs to compare:

• Mean of 1 continuous variable 
between 3+ levels of a categorical 
variable.

• Mean of 1 continuous variable 
between 3+ levels of 2+ categorical 
variables.



When we run an ANOVA, we are actually testing an 
hypothesis:

• The null hypothesis (H0): The means between the groups 
are equal.

• The alternative hypothesis (H1): The means between 
the groups are significantly different.

But what are ANOVAS really?



After running an ANOVA on the software, we should be 
looking at 3 different values:

• The F value: Variation between groups / Variation 
within groups

• P-value: The probability of obtaining test results at least 
as extreme as the results actually observed, under the 
assumption that the null hypothesis is correct.

• The Degree of Freedom (df): The number of values in 
the final calculation of a statistic that are free to vary.

But what are ANOVAS really?



ATTENTION!!!!

• Independence of observations – this is an assumption 
of the model that simplifies the statistical analysis.

• Normality – the distributions of the residuals are normal.

• Equality (or "homogeneity") of variances, 
called homoscedasticity — the variance of data in groups 
should be the same.

Before running an ANOVA, always check for:



One-way ANOVA
• The one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to 
determine whether there are any statistically 
significant differences between the means of three 
or more independent (unrelated) groups.

• Where:
• H0 = the null hypothesis

• µ = group mean

• k = number of groups



Example
• We are interested in determining whether 

there are differences in leg strength 
between amateur, semi-professional and 
professional football players. The 
force/strength measured on an isokinetic 
machine is the dependent variable.

• We can run a one-way ANOVA to 
determine if there is any difference in leg 
strength between those three groups.



Software Example



When to use a one-way ANOVA

• Use a one-way ANOVA when you have collected data about 
one categorical independent variable and 
one quantitative dependent variable.

• The independent variable is the cause. Its value 
is independent of other variables in your study.

• The dependent variable is the effect. Its 
value depends on changes in the independent variable. 
(Optional slide!)



Two ways ANOVA
• A two-way ANOVA is used to 

determine how the mean of 
a quantitative variable changes 
according to the levels of two 
categorical variables.

• We use a two-way ANOVA when 
we want to know how two 
independent variables, in 
combination, affect a dependent 
variable.

THIS WAY

THAT WAY



Example
We would want to know if there is an 
interaction Socioeconomic background (working 
class, middle class or upper class) and age (below 
30 or above 30) for anxiety level at a certain firm. 
The anxiety level is the outcome, or the variable 
that can be measured.

Socioecomic background and age would be the 
two categorical variables. These categorical 
variables are also the independent variables, which 
are called factors in a Two Way ANOVA.



Software example?



What does a two way ANOVA tell us?

• The results from a Two Way ANOVA will calculate both a 
main effect and an interaction effect:

• A main effect is the effect of one independent variable on 
the dependent variable (Effect of age on anxiety levels).

• An interaction effect happens when 
one explanatory interacts with another explanatory variable 
on a response variable (Do old and socio-
economically unfavored individuals experience more 
anxiety)? (optional slide)



Factorial ANOVAS

• A factorial ANOVA is an Analysis of 

Variance test with more than one 

independent variable, also called factor.

• Factorial ANOVAS can be:

• Three way ANOVAS

• Five way ANOVAS

• Five and three will represent the number of 

independent factor in each ANOVAS.



Do not always 
trust your result!

• A one way ANOVA will tell you that 
at least two groups were different 
from each other. But it won’t tell 
you which groups were different.

• ANOVAS can only be used if 
observations are drawn from a normal 
distribution and though it is 
remarkably robust, it may not yield 
exact p-values when the observations 
come from distributions that are 
heavier in the tails than the normal.

• Corrections have been developed 
that can avoid increases in the type I 
error rate. 



REGRESSION



What is Regression?
• Predictive statistic.

• There are 3 main function of regression:

• Determining the strength of predictor(s).

• Forecasting an effect.

• Knowing the trend of forecasting.



Types of regression

•Simple Linear regression

•Multiple Linear regression

•Logistic regression

•Other type of regression



• Used when we want to make a prediction about an 
outcome (dependent) variable based on ONE
predictor (independent) variable.

• Linear regression is a way to model a relationship between 
two sets of variables. The result is a linear regression 
equation that can be used to make predictions 
about data.

Simple Linear Regression



Imagine there is a new ‘effective’ sleeping pill to fight 
insomnia. The researcher conducts this clinical trial to 

see how effective is the sleeping pill to the 
improvement of sleep quality.

So the research will be based on:

1. The doses of sleeping pills.

2. Hours of sleep.



Context:

• Determining the strength of predictors: What is the 
strength of the relationship between doses of sleeping pills and 
hours of sleep in patients with insomnia.

• Forecasting an effect: How many hours of sleep can a patient 
with insomnia retain per 20mg of sleeping pill doses?

• Knowing the trend of forecasting: How many hours can 
the patient sleep per night if they are about to be given 100mg 
doses of sleeping pill?



Assumption of Simple Linear Regression

•Linearity: The relationship between X (independent) 
and the mean of Y (dependent) is linear.

•Homoscedasticity: A condition in which the variance 
of the residual, or error term, in a regression model is 
constant.

• Independence: Observations are independent of each 
other.

•Normality: For any fixed value of X, Y is normally 
distributed.



The equation
• Linear regression analysis will produce an equation that has 

the form:

• Where y and x are respectively the "dependent" and 
"independent" variables

• Typically, you choose a value to substitute for the independent 
variable and then solve for the dependent variable.

Y = a + bx



How to find the equation

• The formula:

How to interpret it:

a: Slope

b: Y-intercept

x: Independent variable values

y: Dependent variable values

n: Sample size



A visual representation of a 
simple linear regression

• Simple linear regression takes a set of 

observations and finds the line of best 

fit (Also called regression line).

• The distance between the line and 

points is called "error" and we use 

the methods of least squares to 

minimize those errors as to create 

the line of best fit.

• The line of best fit would in this case 

take the form of:

• Where epsilon is the error term

Y= a + bx + ε



Don't always trust your 
simple linear regression

Many questions can arise after looking 
at a simple linear regression graph:

• Is the dependent variable really related to the 
independent variable?

• IS the relationship between the two variables 
strong enough to claim they are related?

• Do we have enough samples to affirm or 
reject a relation?



Interpreting a simple linear regression

• Instead of using the best fit line to estimate future 
values, it is better to use confidence intervals.

•The p-value of the regression has to be below 0.05 
to claim the relationship is significant.

•We can measure how well our model fits by 
comparing the variance we can explain relative to the 
variance we cannot explain.



Interpreting a simple linear regression

The R-Squared computes the proportion of the 
variation in y that is explained by the systematic 
portion of the model.

• Var (y) = Var (bx) + Var (ε)

R2: Var (bx)/ Var (y)

• If R2=0, our model doesn't explain anything

• If R2=1, our model can account for all the observed variation



An example to better understand

• Let's say we want to see if the weight of a 
car can significantly impact the mileage per 
gallon of the car.

•The data set would like this:

•The weight is the independent variable

•The mileage (mpg) is the dependent 
variable

•N=74



An example to better understand

• Before we perform simple linear 
regression, let’s first create 
a scatterplot of weight vs. mpg so we 
can visualize the relationship between 
these two variables and check for any 
obvious outliers.

• Since we want to quantify this 
relationship, we will now perform a 
simple linear regression.



An example to better understand

Interpreting the results:



An example to better understand



Conclusion
Purpose Detail Statistics

Comparing Means

One sample group, parametric One-sample T-Test

Two sample group, parametric Unpair-sample T-Test

Two group of data from one sample group, parametric Paired-sample T-Test

More than two independent group, parametric One-way ANOVA

More than two group of related group, parametric Repeated ANOVA

Modelling, predicting, 

estimating 

relationship

One independent variable, one dependent variable. Simple Linear Regression

More than one independent variable, one dependent 

variable.

Multiple Linear 

Regression




